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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: TCW Broadband is submitting a proposal to offer affordable, high-speed, broadband service to the Brown Memorial Retirement Home, Brown Memorial Duplexes, Coranado Boy Scout Camp and all rural residential customers, businesses, and anchor institutions in the proposed area, using a fiber-to-the-premise (FTTP) Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON) providing 1Gbps symmetrical speeds. Grant funds will be used to build a FTTP broadband network connection to every home, business, community, and anchor institutions in the proposed area. 
	2: The proposed area includes the Brown Memorial Home, a senior living complex ran by the Brown Memorial Foundation, a non-profit organization. Also included is the Coronado Boy Scout Camp grounds. The complex is 3.5 miles or 7 minutes south of Abilene, Kansas. There are currently 7 senior living duplexes on the property, with plans to build more. In addition to the senior living facilities, there are 5 other occupied homes on the property. The proposal also includes a power facility, as well as private homes and several farmsteads along the route. In total the project will connect 61 premises to future proof broadband. TCW’s partners in this project are Dickinson County, Brown Memorial Home and Coronado Boy Scout Camp. The area’s incumbent carrier has made no investment in infrastructure and other service providers do not offer sufficient bandwidth or speeds needed to participate in the digital age. Residents have expressed their frustration with the lack of broadband in the proposed area and believe that this lack of service is hindering their community and businesses. Improved broadband will give them access to telehealth, online mental health services, remote learning, remote working, and many other digital services, allowing their community and businesses to thrive in the future.  
	3: It was evident during the pandemic that the elderly were among the most vulnerable in our society. The incumbent provider does not offer broadband, and the only option is satellite, or wireless which denies residents the connectivity they need to interact with family and friends digitally. Elderly individuals living at Brown Memorial Home can feel isolated. A major goal of the proposed project is to build a future proof broadband network doing away with that isolation and give these elder Kansans the connectivity needed to participate in telehealth and other online health and social services. Brown Scout Camp, in the Triconda District of the Coronado Council Area, is a Boy Scout facility that needs broadband for leader training, communications and operations. It is a goal of the project to offer the camp access to this much needed connectivity. Residents in the proposed project area have also fell victim to the digital divide. Many pay high fees for wireless or satellite options that do not deliver the speeds fiber can guarantee. It is a goal of the project to offer them reiliabe, affordable broadband that will allow them to work and learn remotely. 
	4: The grant will allow TCW the funding to build future proof broadband using the existing network of our parent company, Tri-County Telephone Association (TCT), which boarders the area. TCW will provide broadband to the proposed service area by connecting to TCT’s existing fiber-to-the-premise (FTTP) Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON). This will deliver broadband speeds capable of speeds up to 1Gbps down / 500 Mbps up to each location.  A transport fiber will run via 1900 Ave. to connect to Central Office in Abilene.  This project will service 74  residences, and 3 businesses.  
	5: Investing in the proposed project is a sound investment for both TCW and the State of Kansas. TCW, Dickinson County leaders, the Brown Memorial Home Administration and other area residents have had continuous dialogue about the possibility of bringing service to the area and to the elderly Kansans who live at the home, but the cost was insurmountable. A grant from the Capital Projects Fund will help rescue these rural Kansans and senior citizens from being a casualty of the digital divide, allowing them to participate in telehealth services, like doctor’s consultations and mental health sessions. It will aid the Scout Camp in offering better services to the youth and leaders who visit the grounds. Broadband will support students who are now a part of the homework gap to gain access to online learning, allow residents to work remotely, and help seniors embark on a second remote career, like online teaching or transcription. Most importantly broadband will support social interactions between seniors and their family and friends.


